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by Michelle Maier
ditorimChef
The College comnmnity is in
mourning over the loss of Golnar Assad
jumor psychology major who was miss
ing since Monday April 15 and discov
ered on Monday April 22 in the oods in
the undeveloped part of Holy Seplechure
Cemeteiy the victim of an apparent sui
idc
The flag in front of the Castle
flew at hail mast in remembrance of
Assad Mcetings were held all week to
oiler students outlets of support as they
grieve for their fellos student
The first meeting held on
by Jennifer briscoll
Fetiires/Entrtainment Editor
As most of you have seen by
hOW construction is well under way for
the new residence hall and starting next
week the dinning hail construction will
begin as well On Friday April 19
Beaver College made it official sith
ground breaking ceremony for the com
mumty Faculty staff and the Board of
Trustees of Beaver College all assembled
on the construction site to hear President
by Robin Welsh
Contributing Writer
Beaver has finally begun to start
its construction project and the campus
is ready to make their plans reality
The entire Beaver campus has
been talking about the construction that
is going on Many students are upset
about the dilemmas that they will have to
face while the project is taking place
Its big project and they will
not be able to finish it in one summer
They cannot shut the entire college down
for that said junior Alem Watson
Temporaiy inconvenience
permanent improvement said Chuck
Lower of Career Services The con
struction is wondeiful idea and it is
necessary with the number of students
he said
With the increase in the
amount of students am happy to see
Monday night in Heinz lobby was
packed with students Many crammed
not only into thc lobby but also crowded
into the first-floor hallway of Heinz and
out the front lobby door with sonic stu
dents standing outside as they listened to
Jan Walbert dean of the College speak
Walbert tried to offer comfort
and support to the many grieving stu
dents sonic of whom were sobbing and
ciyang at the loss of one of their fellow
students and others who were simply in
state of shock At one pomt she asked
all who were present to hold the hand of
the person next to them and just remem
ber Golnar and any others in their lives
On this clear and sunny day
with some construction noise in the back
ground President Landman talked about
the steps that the College was taking in
order to prepare itself for the next ten
years In 1986 the college put into
effect ten-year plan to increase enmll
ment and to improve things here at the
college said Landman We have come
conid on
that the qualities in small college edu
cation are still in place Lower contin
ued
Some conimuters feel little
slighted with the construction going on
They feel that they are the ones suffering
because of the difficulties of fmding
parking spots Im sick and tired of
having to park in the pit said Ann
Ciniino commuter student
Construction is necessary
especially in the Dining Hall because it
is something that both residents and
commuters can use Cimino said
have been anxious to know
exactly what will be taking place regard
ing the construction said Cimino do
not feel that the students have been prop
erly informed she added
feel that have been very
well informed about the construction
project said Elaine Stieffenhofer direc





























tor of health services
The College is even having
momle meetings for people who might
be affected and these meetings are help-
ing them to positively deal with their
inconveniere Stieffenhofer said
do not feel that the Weliness
Center will be affected by the construe-
tion she said As long as we can hear
what our students have to say and can
provide them with confidentiality we are
happy said Stieffenhofer
The library is the project that
many feel should be at the top of the
Colleges list of priorities Before build-
ing new dorm many feel that the
library should be renovated
The library has to be updated
extremely know that they are doing
their best but the students need to have










CoUege mourns loss of student
April 26 1996
Ground is broken for construction
Bette Landman officially kick off the
onstniction
Coflege community reacts to construction projects
The College towered the flag in front of
the Castle to half mast in remembere
ance and honor of Gonar Assad
Student faculty staff and adminstrators
are grieving over the toss of the the junior
psychology student who is remembered
by many for smile that will be etched
into their hearts
Photo by Laity Salese
The College will be holding
memorial eMce for Oolnr AsJ on
Sunday April 28 froti 73O to 30
p.m loeation lwl not leen 1eciJeJ
upon of press time but fliers will be
poteJ erounct 2ampiw stating where the
memorial ervice will he held
memorial unJ ha been
etabkshed Anyone wishing to donate
can do to Beaver CoLge Wo the
Golnar Asad Memorial Fund
The staff of 7e Thwer end thej
eepet and inceret condoletwe to the
fimily and friend0 0f Golnar AssacL
Beaver flings itself into spring during Beaver Blitz
Students faculty and staffshook offtheir wmter doldrufns dur
ing Spring Fling weekend At Beaver Blitz which was held on
Friday afternoon the College comniunity
could treat itself to
such acti ities as tie dying finger painting twister virtual
reality and much more Here one student finds new way to
look at life as he hangs upside down on the velcro wall far
left SADD sponsored the zoo on wheels which brought







Music Review ............... IC
Senior Wills
contd
Atwood Library should have
computerized card catalogue said
Buzzanca
As of September 1996
Atwood Library will have computer-
ized card catalogue said Ben Williams




At the vigil students spoke
about their personal memories of Assad
Her roommate said that she knew that
Assad was with everyone now watching
over them and making snie that everyone
was happy
On Tuesday evening meeting
of all Orientation Leaders both old and
new was held Assad had been an OL
for the 1995 Orientation
will always remember her
smile said Walbert Golnar touched
lot of peoples lives in many meaningfW
ways
Walbert who attended this
meeting said that the some of the mem
ones she had of Assad she got from the
OLs from this year and last year
Golnar touched lot of peoples lives in
expand upward he added
Atwood Libraiy hopes that the
students are reassured that Atwood is not
being put aside for the new construction
Williams continued
Currently we an in the process
of visiting area colleges and observing
the improvements that they have made
wise beyond her years would always
ask her Golnai how did you get to be so
wise she said
Golnarhadasmile and twin-
kie in her eye
that will always remem
her Words cant express how much
will miss her She was wonderful stu
dent and worker Ijust feel this incredi
Me loss Etlinger said
Etlinger also said
that Assad
appeared pale and not herself the last
time she saw her which was the day of
her disappeamnce kept asking her if
anything was wrong if everything was
OK She kept saying she was fine that
everything was OK She asked me if she
could leave ten minutes early that day
because she had something that she had
to do and told her yes because dont
piy into students personal
business
just miss her so much she said
Dr Joshua Blustein assistant
by Dr Susan Babe
Assistant Professor of English
week ago Monday the tulip tiee in front
of my house bloomed Its flowers were gorgeous
large velvety buds lavender shot through with
ivory Spring bad come at last fact remarked
several times that day to several people Not only
were the trees budding but the earth had thawed the
fresh fertile smell of the ground rose up through the
grass
At Beaver the students reminded me of
bears coming out of hibernaton waking up blink-
ing sleepily in the sun
On my way to check my mail
that afternoon nearly walked into two people corn-
ing out
of Heinz Hall smiled when saw them for
they were one of my favorite campus couples Mike
and Golnar
They grinned and waved at me their faces
bright and smiling their fingers entwined It did no
occur to me then to think of TS Eliots famous
words April is the cruelest montk
That thought came week later on this
Monthy as my tulip tree stood nearly bare of buds
its petals scattered across my driveway dying softly
on the ground
April is the cruelest
month because its the
month of rebirth the month of hope but for those
who feel no hope the life blooming around them




Beaver has great hopes of con-
tinuing to better is facilities
Both stu
dents and faculty members will gain
from this construction project Everyone





Ettingers sentiments of Assad My best
recollections of Golnar have to do with
the very positive
and infectious smile
that she had saw her as someone who
deeply cared about others
She was
icind soft-spoken individual who will be
deeply missed he said
Golnar took the time to send
me card when my daughter Abby was
born said Dr Steven Stern adjunct pro-
fessor of psychology She worked so
nicely as student and work-
study student always taking everything
in stride She never frowned at any task
no matter what it was
As psychology student and
work-study student here we feel partic
ular loss at her passing It is an
under-
statement to say that we will miss her
Words just cant express it said Stern
Words just can not express it
And yet also understand why she stood
tall and smiled We are culture that openly despis
es unhappiness Although we may be Prozac
Nation in private publicly we dont want to hear
about depression we dont want to see it and we
dont think its normal in other people The only
real good answer to How are you is Fine
Unfortunately because of the stigma on
mental miseiy many people suffer alone not aware
that their feelings of desperate unhappiness are
shared by others around them other people who also
look fine and seem happy
The psychological reality is that no one can
be happy all the time Our idea that happiness can
and should be constant state of mind is what
is truly abnormal In fact believe it is positively
dangerous contd on
News
Security report vandalism injuries harrassing calls
tL .v.ur ill .t ...r Ltt C. L.r.r. I_ .rj....
Monday April
956 p.m Student reported pranks beipg played against
her in Heinz Hall residence room
Thesday April
701 p.m Student cut finger First aid administered
Thursday April
415 p.m Vandalism to wishing well discovered by
Public Safety Officer Obscene messages written on stone
around well
445 p.m Student reported finding damage to car while
parked in Lot
Friday April
111 a.m Public Safety Orncer discovered damage to
emergency release mechanism ofKI door
April
1002 p.m Student reported suspicious person in Thomas
Flail possibly exposing
himself Incident reported to
Cheltenham iolice who are currently investigating
Iliesday April
100 p.m Student reported receiving harassing phone
calls
1100 p.m Student found purse in the Chat
and turned
it in to Public Safety Officer




400 p.m Report of the desk lamp missing from
DilwortWrhoiflas lobby
628 p.m Student reported receiving obscene phone call
Saturday April 13
00 p.m Public Safety Officer discovered broken win-
dew in the Kistler Hall lobby
Thursday April 18
1200 p.nt oUege staff member reported unauthorized
use of computer equipment in Taylor Hall
245 p.m College staff member reported receiving
two
crank phone calls
1027 p.m Report of student fainting When Public










403 p.m College staff member reported slipping
and
Injuring both knees Public Safety Officerresponded
but
staff member refused medical attention
5O3 p.m Student reported that an unidentified person
entered the Dilworth/Thomas residence ball without prop-
er identification Public Safely Officer was ttnable to
locae individual
956 p.m Student reported almost being bit by someone
driving car
College community talks about effects of construction
We are hoping that by the year
2000 Atwood Libraiy will be complet
ed said Williams
The problem with the library is
that in order to expand we will have to
expand from below the surface said
Williams The building is old and for
that reason it would be difficult to
grieving over death of student
many ways and if that wasnt true then
her loss would not hurt so much she
Many who knew Assad were
understandably too upset to
talk about
her as many were still in state of shock
Others spoke through
tear-filled eyes of
this student that they greatly esteemed
Assad was employed as stu
dent worker in the psychology depart-
ment and her presence there is greatly
missed
Dottie Ettinger secretary in the
psychology department said that Assad
worked approximately 20 hours week
in the department She was my right-
hand student You always knew that if
you gave her something to do regardless
of what it was that it would be done and
done well she said
Ettinger said
that Golnar was
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keep thinking how much worse this feel-
ing must be on small college campus place
where eveiyone knows you place where you want
everyone to
think well of you all the time espe
cially when youre 18 to 22 and what other people
think really matters to you can really affect your
daily life
Now picture lovely Golnar definitely one
of the best and the brightest of our students on that
last occasion saw her Now realiie how hard it
must have been for her to project that outward
appearance of happiness when she felt so desolate
inside
The Tower




II Approval of the Minutes
IlL Presidents Report
Recycling Progress
Bins are full in some residence
halls because of spring break
Some halls are missing bins
Once week pick-up is sufficient
Jan Wa/bert Consfruction Update
Meetings have been held to
inform students on noise to be expected
Noise level is going to affect stu
dents from am to p.m
When there is choice to delay
the noise in mornings they will tiy
Frontend loaders and bulldozers
will be producing noise in the upcoming
weeks
Noise gets worse but only month
of school is left
In September construction ill
be mostly inside
Within two weeks slabs and foun
dations will be in place
Options available to find study
areas in faculty and administrations
homes
Call Jan Walbert for information
about when noise will be over for that
point in time
10 After 330 p.m noise will be
over
11 Food service will be over May
7th due to construction
12 Senators encouraged to keep cam-
pus informed
Elections
Petitions are due Friday at noon
at the Student Affairs Office
April and 10 in the Cafeteria
during dinner and in the Chat during
lunch
Lv Clubs and Organizations
14 SADD
Upon Impact April St from
730 to 930 p.m
The Chair ofMADD will be there





Passover lunch on Tuesday April
Commuter lounge am to
The Thwer
The next issue will be out on April
SPB
Thursday
Comedian Teddy Smith on
Get Shorty film on Friday
Dance on Saturday fmm 10 p.m
to am
WBI7
WBVR music marathon 48 has
this weekend
Prizes will be given away
1620 am
Budgetary Report
Budgets need to be done soon
Budgetaiy committee will be con-
tacted by Friday
VI Old Business
Day Student Lounge has board
outside the door for SGO news It would
be better placed inside
Non-Violence Day
April 4th there will be various
seminars during the day
There will be keynote speaker
that evening
VII New Business
There was no new business
VHL Adjournment




IL Approval of the Minutes
ilL Presidents Report
Robert Agnew Director of
Computer Services
Came to receive feedback
from SCO about computer service opin
within about 40 students of our goal and
in this effect we ae now going go ahead
with another plan which the new iesi
dence hail and dinning facility are part
of Landman continued
During her speech President
Landman also pointed out special people
in the crowd who were there to help
Beaver celebrate this occasion such as
conEd from p.2
Suicide begins to seem desir
able option when the others failing
flunking breaking down dmpping out
grieving openly are perceived as
shameful Although all of these events
are normal at different points during our
lives people in our culture lose status by
revealing them publicly
We are mised to be competitive
we thrive on success and we make fail-
ure seem fate worse than death If only
we could embrace failure as normal
part of life just as death is natural part
of life and sadness is the normal altema
tive to happiness If only we prepared
ourselves to fail sometimes to grieve to
look bad if only we could make than
okay could admit that its normal
wouldnt we be able to save few lives
ions
SGO senators suggested that
residents could use more computers in
labs and residence halls
request was made for sep
arate moms for Internet users
Macs are now being updated
for Internet use
Hopes are to update Internet
If only all young people were taught
what older ones know that this too shall
pass perhaps they could all make it
through those dark valleys of the soul
unharmed
Instead suicide is the third lead-
ing cause of death among Americans
aged 15-24 and in this age group high
intelligence increases the likelihood that
depression will lead to suicide So do we
lose our best and our brightest and so did
we lose Golnar She sought peace
surcease She took the path less chosen
and she took it with certainty dont
believe that anyone could have stopped
her not even those who loved her most
and that she loved the most
We can only miss her and we
do
connection
Suggestions can be sent to
Room in Boyer Hall
BeaverASlA Club
club open to all students for
the development and promotion of Asian
culture on campus
Deborah Troxler is the
prospective advisor
Teng Xiong introduced the
club
Clubs puipose includes rep-
resenting Beaver Colleges Asian popu
lation





The new class officers and





Qmedian p.m in the Chat
Karl Rossen canceled for
Braveheart will be shown





cert on Sunday at p.m
Psi Chi
New Eyes for the Needy
still needs your old glasses
Look for boxes around cam-
pus
D.SAA
Stany Nights Dance this
Saturday 8-19 p.m in the Castle





Senior wills can still be sub-
Human foosball was another of
the activities featured at Beaver
BUtZ Partitipants were tied to
poles and then attempted to ay
soccer
After Beaver Blitz Crimson Tide
was shown as The Great College
Drive-In Movie shown on the Kuch
Center field
Woodstock held on Saturday
featured the performances and
sounds of Jades Parlor Inna Sense
and Slippery and the New
Generation
milled if before next Wed
Last Issue of The Tower is
April 26th
Budgetary Report
Date set for budgets with Jeff
Sunday April 14th
Committee membeis who can not
mtdce it arc to talk to Nick
VL Old Business
Construction
Waiting for foundation pennit in
order to get total funding
The permit is expected this week
Worst of the noise after May 2nd
Delay is not expected to delay
completion dte
be
room will be open for tudehts
in or to take naps in
The cafeteria is expected to go
from 280 people to 500 people 40% of
it will be open in Septeræber
Snack area will double in the
Chat
Stage area will seat 350 people
which is slightly smaller than Stifler
Parking in Murphy is parkable
10 Shuffle will continue though
exams
Housing
Nothing nailed down about
Temple Ambler
Credit will be given to those who
live off campus on their own or with
their family
Seven quints available to become
study lounges in spring
School will work with students
to provide similar atmosphere where
ever students are sent
Full meal plans will be given to
students also
VII New Business




College breaks ground on
construction with ceremony
the Honomble Allyson Schwartz and
Mt Francis Wetta Reverend James
Thy the Thstor of Cannel Presbytrian
Church which most are familiar with as
the one of the shuttle stops said prayer
Cbaiipeison ofBeaver College Board of
Tmstees Dr Bryce Douglas was the last
person to speak Individuals were then
asked to remain at the site for official
groundbreaking pictures
Sadness and failure are normal parts of life
STUDENTS IN RECOVERY





One of the greatest experiences
for any ALA American Language
Academy student is making American
friends and can say that have been
vety lucky because living in the dormito
ty provides me with opportunities to
meet them Now have moved to
host-family but have kept my
American friends and want you to
know what they think about ALA and
how much they know about all of us
What do you think about ALA
Lisa Kreisher feel that the
ALA program at Beaver College offers
students from other countries the oppor
tunity to experience many aspects of
American culture It allows these stu
dents to receive good education while
meeting new people and learning new
language at the same time
Meagan Renninger believe
that ALA brings culture to our communi
ty and is beneficial Also ALA hosts
events such as International Week which
allows American students and other
ALA students chance to see and expe
rience other cultures can also speak
with international students in the ALA
program about the things that are in their
lives at home that they dont have here
By talking with these students over
come my own anxiety about speaking
with new people have found they are
just vety nice people
Jennfer Masferrer The ALA
program here at Beaver is great way for
foreign students to study in the United
States It gives them the opportunity to
learn about our culture and gives us the
opportunity to learn about their country
and culture
After the program ends they
may consider staying on as undergradu
ate students As undergraduates they
can explore careers in this country and
can contribute to our knowledge The
diversity of our society is what built this
country and keeps it strong
However believe the ALA
activities need to involve campus stu
dents Beaver students need to join ALA
students on trips function and meetings
in order to become acquainted
Do you know any ALA students
Lisa Kreisher During my first
semester here at Beaver College had
the privilege of meeting many ALA stu
dents from South America especially
Brazil Ecuador and Veneniela had
lot of fun interacting and spending time
with these students The language dif
ference was not problem except for
some words and phrases learned lot
about their culture and language and had
fun
Meagan Renninger Yes there
are few students that live on my hall
Many times they come down to my
neighbors room and hang out have
gone over to her room and spoken to
them Now when see my new friends
am happy to say Hi also play
indoor soccer with them They are hard
players and dont like to lose but they
share the ball and are great teammates
Jennifer Masferrer Yes have
had the honor of meeting many ALA stu
dents and they have become my close
friends Its sad to think that some of
them are returning to their country and
we wont be able to go out anymore We
promised to write and visit
Every weekend they are in my
room enjoying the evening and planning
to go out on the town When they dont
visit me miss them as if we had been
friends for long time cant see
myself having adjusted to Beaver with
out them as my buddies
Since weve become friends
they have named me Calcu which is
short for Calculator Dont ask why
Its along stoly What makes me proud
of them is to see how their English
improves over the time they spend hem
What do you think about ALA stu
dents at Beaver College
Jessica Roberts like having
ALA students here because of the cultur
al diversity they provide Generally the
ALA students are very friendly and
warm Im senior now and Ive met
many foreign student in my four years at
Beaver and made many friends The
only bad thing about ALA students is
they go home
What do you know about the ALA
program
Jessica Roberts like the pro-
grain think we should integrate the
ALA students more into campus living
so them is no separation Also ALA
should invite more good-looking men to
come especially from Sweden Norway
and Germany
Con gralulalions lo Ihe golf learn
They are Ihe Pennsyliania 4lhlelic Conference
PjIC champs
Congralulalions also lo Adam Her
________







Graduated togethet June 1993
Killed togethet June 10 1993
VVlütewatei WI
If you dont stop someone from driving drunk who will Do whatever it takes
FRIENDS DONT LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK
U$ Tm..pctah.
Features
Survey reveals how students perceive alcohol and other drug use
submiUed by Fran Pollock particularly if ihc arc influcnccd the HO Do Our Students Behave While on test important pro/cc
Alcoholand Other Drug Counselor lJat ecrone drinks Using Alcohol 1992 J994
The Core Instmment survey hal About Other Drugs viirkit.v wiw nforwc/ hinge ilrink 0%
hich measures altiludes about he use of
Perception -- this is what cludents irig hilci or iore lr/nkc at tune in i/u Of sfit/ent.s 14 /70 hat done coFPulIahg
alcohol and other drugs as admiius believe is happening frehUS ttlc weeks lhcv later regrred
tered lo all Itilltime undergraduate siti StUdentS Ih tilE tzterage .L9.3 12 .1292 i29i
dents in the fall of 1991 993 and l99S Beatr MulnI u.es .sne IIcal 1/rFI 384 28 lo
Belov are the Bca er College ri week or iiore a/len tiir1fc WhO hate ben in irmthle of xtudent who had nelnorv los
results 192 .i.9..c Hit liC residen ha/I or thr //ac4ol/f high/v stressful situation
How Popular Is Alcohol 32 1/IER authorities for on is at //ic niercv ofwhal otherpeo
Perceptions this is hat the students Acuilit the use actually reported .i92. 1.224 .i.22 pie .VOV they have 1one
believe is happening on canpus 0/ studenis who reported usirg man Se/u l/ 1992 1994 1996
oJ StudentS who believe the aterage andor other illegal drug in the students who /rven car 14M 24% 26Y
iieaier sIu/ent u.se.c alcohol once week 30 dflS under the in/luenc_e f.iudeits who got nauseated or von
or nore j.4 l94 ited
i_9.2 1/o l64 14 l6Yo 20/o 1992 l94 1996
95y0 93o 1/a The categories are not identical o.I.students who tried to conni1 suicide 52% 1% 45%
Actuality ----- this is the use actually
bill tle perception of tl number of stti- .i22 1994 i92 Other Perceptions Of Aleohol And
reported dents using marijuana andlor other ille-
0.6% 1% 2% Drug Use
it ofstudenl WhO reported using alcohol
gal drugs considerably exceeds the actti fSUdeflt who .seriou.sv thought about oJ students who indicated they would
in the pact 30 days al reported use uicidc prefer not to have alcohol available at
j_2.a j24 j6 Why do you think this is impor- i.22i i24 1226 parties they attend
77% 66% 73%
taft 5% 5% 4% fl i2 j6
As you can see even though Tobacco Use oftudents who have been taken advan- 22% 37% 31%
there have been changes over time the Jce/ SWletifle during the war tage ofseruallv of .%tudents who indicated they would
perception of the number of students i222 i24 i.22 prefrr not to have drugs aiailahle at par-
drinking is much higher than the actual 52% 46% 42% 14% 10% 10% tie.s they attend
number of students drinking Used three timec week or iore 0.1 students who have been hurt or
What do you think ofthis 9t injured 91% 93% 86%
Why is it iniportanito show the j% ii% 17Y0 1994 For more information about
perception of use vs the actual use The federal government has 14% 9% 16% these studies call Fran Pollock at 572-
Because research has shown that when recommended that tobacco be treated students who tried unsuccessfully to 4020
one looks at the diffcnnces non-users or
along with other drugs due to the fact Stop using Learn thesc statistics Dont be
very light users will see what large that there are more deaths associated J.2 1994 1996 surprised if Fran Pollock or one of the
number are just like them On the other with tobacco than any other psycho- 0.9% 4% 6% Peers stops you and asks you question
hand those who drink heavily will often active substance of students who have performed poor/v concerning these studies If you get it
cut down the amount they actually use
Perspectives from the shorter side.. the last and final perspective
by Jennifer Driscoll modate them The class of 1996 was one Im grateful that it is over need to time here at Beaver has given me more
Features/Entertainment Editor of the bigger classes that Beaver had move on with my life and with my stud- and helped shape me into not only the
Welt the time has finally come to when we came in and now we am the last ics and on the other hand Im sad to woman have become but also the stu
say goodbye to good old Beaver of its kind leave place in which have grown so dent as well
College My four years here are over could talk about how the past four comfortable with and place where So as the class of 196 moves tto
and it is lime to move with my life years have changed my perspective on new set of family has grown the next phase of their life whether it be
really cant believe that it is all over life and how my lifetime expenence keep referring to this change graduate school or work wish you all
can still remember moving in freshman may just be turning out to be real career because that is the only woni can seem well have never been part of corn-
year for me but that just doesnt seem to to fmd right now When came here munity so small and to know most of the
look back and think of all the cover it all- the late night gossip ses- was an insecure young seventeen-year- class of 1996 by name can say that
changes that have taken place not only in sions laughs and general silliness that old kid and as walk down that aisle to am proud to be part of it May you all
my life but also in the lives of my friends comes Out in you when it is three am receive my diploma hope that walk have the courage to follow you dreams
and here at Beaver This place is getting but words are inadequate to describe how out of here as mature somewhat self- no matter where they lead you and to
so big So many students and so many bittersweet it is to finally put my under- cnnfident twenty-.one-year-old woman also be true to your heart because it is the
new buildings are being built to accom- graduate years behind me On one hand cant exactly say when turned from key to your happiness Good Luck and
kid into woman but know that my until we meet again my friends
Looking for someThing Ic do This summer
The Tower
What are your plans this summer
Consider
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CUSTOMER SERVICE REPS GUEST GREETERS
OPERATORS FRONT DESK RECEPTIONIST
t--r- r7-.-rrr-
Ttis is ecitiriq time f.f Ca.cr Path Opportunities
HOTEL/CASINO OPERATIONS ACCOUNTING FINANCE
M4RKETING SERVICES FOOD BEVERAGE
GUEST RELATIONS MORE..
For current information and to apply Cal Now or fax your resumP
Attention Joanne





the Class of 1996
and wish them












faculty that care and
more than 70 educational and
careertrack programs
Achieve your educational and career goals
by registering now for summer semesters
For more information call
215 751-8010
Community College of Philadelphia
1700 Spring GardQn Street
Philadelphia PA 19130
Features The Tower
Student spotlight Leaving mark as President of the Class of 96
by Dana Giangreco As senior
Perella said that it was difficult
Staff Writer class president he
at times to juggle being involved
Years down the line few people played part in coor
in all that he was especially since
will be able to say that they are someone dinating graduation
he had thesis to work on but
who will be remembered by their peers and baccalaureate ser after his presentation on April 21
Whether or not he intended to leave his vices and getting the that
will no longer be wdriy
mark on Beaver College Andy Perella is class gift In addition
After commencement Perella
name that will surely be remembered to that Perella was pans to
take year off from
long after his departure on May 17 involved in planning school to work and
said that he
Perella senior biology major the activities for
h1S already sent resumes to
is president of the class of 996 and senior week which number of pharmaceutical compa
resident assistant for 3rd North Heinz include trips to the 111C5
and hospital laboratories
He is also member of the Orientation casinos and Great Perella said that his experiences
Planning Executive Committee OPEC Adventure and also here have prepared him well for
and member of the men tennis team
day of canoeing on the
life after graduation feel the
He is native Of Reading Pa where he Schuylkill River education that received here has
attended Central Catholic High School This was Andy Perena native of Reading Pa says that getting invoved in ppd me but it is moi that
It was never my goal to leave Perellas first year as activities helps enhance the college experience for students and wifl Just
book education ye learned
my mark on the school Its more so that and he said serve them weD after they eave college and enter the real world how to itlate to people Over
the
will have many memories of here said that he doesnt appre- Photo by Maura Gleeson past four years
Ive had to deal
Perella But maybe one day theyll with lot of different people on many
name zsidence hail in my honor he different levels and was given many
added jokingly opportUnitieS
and responsibilities Im
Perella said that the past four scared
but prepared he said
years that he spent hem at Beaver have Im going to miss school
been good experience and also chal- because now have to go out into the real
lengrng one happy with my four world also going to miss the people
years here thiiilc it was good idea for Ive met here but Im ready to
me to come here was given more move on Perella said
opportunities because Beaver is such




Despite some students nega
tive feelings towards financial aid the
financial aid office has improved con
siderable amount by adding trained
workers space new computer systems
and communication lines so that the stu
dents questions can be answered said
Dennis Nostrand vice-president for
enrollment management in an interview
Christine Dmshei freshman
commuter from Northeast Philadelphia
said that it is hectic in the financial aid
office and she sometimes feels rushed
when there are lot of people waiting
She added that there are very Ic places
for students to sit down and suggested
that the financial aid office be given
more room and hire more employees so
that questions can be answered
allotted
In addition to increasing the
staff fmancial aid has computerized the
operations so that information can be
given qwcker to the students and to make
by Dr Lane Neubauer get your opinion on this
it possible to get more mailings out faster
College Psychologist Signed
to the students This system has been Dear Lane Holding Back
working according to Nostrand because
have this guy fnend who real Dear Holding Back
the mail that would have gone out in May
ly likes me alot Recently we have been It seems the two of you are
or June has been sent this year in pendin more time with each other We going to have to actively negotiate newIm interested in grants and Febmary
have been good friends for while but rules and expectations for your changing
scholarships and for graduate students Nostrand added that in order to
he wants more that fncndship relationship On your part you are going
there is almost nothing and opportunities the financial aid office more acces-
like him alot too and could see getting to have to commumcate honestly your
are limited said David Zeeman grad sible to students the office was moved
more senous with him but want to go feelings about wanting to proceed slowly
uate commuter student from Jenkintawn from the second floor of Blake Hall to
slow Im not ready to commit all my as well as the impact that his pressuring
adding that the federal financial sys- the first floor of Grey Towers Castle He
time to iim and this is what it seems he you is having on you It might also betem not the Beaver College financial aid said that it is more accessible to the stu-
wants Like its all or nothing He says important to let him know how much his
system is big bureaucratic mess now dents but has increased the traffic into the
he is fine with going slow but then acts friendship means to you and that you seeAnn Cimino Bensalem com financial aid office considerably
all off if want to study alone or possible future for the relationship as itmuter said that she never gets her stuff According to Nostrand Beaver be with my fnends don want to blow may be that if he receives some reassuron time and believes that financial aid
College has federal audit this fall where
my ciiances with him but afraid to ance he may be able to back off littleneeds to make an effort in getling the the federal government came in an do anything that might encourage him When one partner feels inseforms to commuters about the same time checked everything that the College has
because he being so intense thought
cont on
as they do for the residents and suggests done and they felt that the College was in ______________________________________________________________________
mailing the commuter financial aid really good shape but imposed some
forms week or two before resident stu- additional regulations that said that
dents financial aid forms get mailed financial aid must have transcript from
dont like how they think each college the student attended before
your income and your parents income they can release any financial aid to
all goes to your tuition said Diane them
Bennett Heinz Hall resident adding Nostrand said that students need
that They think the majonty of what to do the work in getting the ranscnpts
your parents make should go toward so they can release the money to them
your tuition and that is not possible but in most cases it becomes impossible
because they have other things to pay to get them causing some of the money
for
to be administered The financial aid
Nostrand said that two years office according to Nostrand is giving
ago the financial aid office consisted of the students break and ended up getting
one person and secretary and in two in little bit of trouble for doing it
or three year periods of time they have According to Nostrand the
taken the financial aid office to thive financial aid office at Beaver has done
people and secretaiy away with one form which in past years
Weve sentsix people to none- cosis tle students about $145 year
week-long training session in and now would have cost $2050 year
Massachusetts run by the College Board Weve saved the students from having
to learn financial aid procedures Every to fill out just one more piece of bureau
new person we hire whether they are in cracy he said
ciate all the negativity that people have
toward them Being an RA doesnt
always lend itself to being friends with
everyone People do their job the way
they need to and they try to act fairly
at least do he said
According to Perella one of the
more memorable experiences that he has
had at Beaver College was being part of
OPEC because he was able to see
years worth of hard work come together
Office improvi
cant stand when hear peo
pie complain that there is never anything
to do here on campus As aseniorl have
seen this school grow for the better
We take for grnnted what we have and
we have lot more compared to other
schools he said
would encourage everyone to
get involved
It helps the four years go
by quickly and it helps in every facet of
your college career he added
ng to serve students better
Nostrand said that the studentsthe admissions office or the financial aid
office are going to be hired with the
responsibility to do both so that during
the busy financial aid time everybody
can assist them said Nostrand
According to Nostrand if there
is an increased number of personnel the
students may not get enough financial aid
because all the money comes from one
source and salaries needed to be taken
out of the money that financial aid is
should read everything they get be total-
ly involved in the financial aid process
with their parents submit the forms early
so that if there is special conditions
regarding the money situation the prop-
er form can be done and submitted and
take advantage of the financial aid ser
vices at Beaver College such as e-mail
the 800 number and phonemail
Nostrand said that every student
on campus can lake advantage of e-mail
by going down to the computer center in
Boyer Hall and filling out the proper
form in order to get access and their
questions answered He added that stu
dents can also phonemail at 572-2980
and clearly and slowly leave their name
phone number and zip code and the best
time that they can be reached
You
Sad Lonely Irritable Confused
Overwhelmed Unsure of yourseft




le take control of your lIfe
Cii 724O9 l.t CONFItEN1E
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EVERYBODY NEEDS SOMEBODY TO TALK TO
The Tower Viewpoints
To the crash car flippers imaginethis had happened to you
by Va/erie Turner
Staff Writer President of SADD
Imagine riding in car coming
home from an alcohol-free party Youre
in the backseat with two of your sober
friends in the front seat
Next imagine youre lying on
the ground in pool of your own blood
hearing cries all around and feeling pain
circulating throughout your entire body
Imagine not knowing is you
were going to live orif you were going to
die Imagine not knowing if you wanted
to live
Does this scenario scare you
Do these thought haunt you as you read
them
They haunt me eveiyday of my
life because this is what happened to me
four years ago this April 25
was hit by drunk driver who
ran red light was thrown backwards
through hatchback window 30 feet into
by Kristen Birth
Contributing Writer
The parking survey is long
overdue But at least it got here
would like to tell you my prob
lenis and opinion about parking am
resident of Thomas Hall My parents
drive here to pick me up and drop me off
on weekends leave on Friday and
return either on Monday or Tuesday No
matter when leave or return there is no
parking This means my parents wait in
the car while load and unload This is
not big inconvenience for me
However if have visitors on
the few weekends that remain on cam
pus there is not any parking near the
dorm and sometimes the visitors lot is
newspaper stand
was fated to die At times
wanted to die suffered fmm 13 broken
bones head trauma puncture wounds
and gashes up my right leg nerve dam
age in my arm and leg and was rushed
into surgety for ruptured spleen
survived by strength and the
will to live struggled each day to
recover and today the fight continues
must deal each thy with the pains that
are caused by the remaining glass in my
leg Each day must look at the scar on
my face that was necessary to put my
nose back together must look at all my
scars and realize that they are part of
me now part of me that had no choice
about
What hurts the most four years
from my crash is the emotional pain that
suffer with thinking about what have
lost because of someone elses stupidity
thinking about the struggles have been
even full This can also deal with
There needs to be clearer signs for park
ing because many visitors are not sure
where they can and cannot park
The problems arises when we
get to faculty staff commuters and resi
dent students with cars This is the home
of many Beaver students and why
should they pay to park at their home
Furthermore how can you ask
them to pay if you cannot guarantee them
parking spot And commuters also pay
to park but are faced with the same prob
lem
Why is there faculty parking
near the residence halls This is incon
venient for both students and staff
Furthermore faculty and staff
through for someone elses good time
and always wondering if people are look
ing at my scars of if they realize why am
limping or why somedays cant use my
left arm Imagine all of this Can you
If you were the ones that flipped
the crash car on campus you obviously
cant You obviously have never lost
someone to drunk driver and you your
self have never been through the after
math of such crash If you had you
would not have flipped that car
That car is symbol of the dan
gers of drinking
and driving It is not
known if people were injured in that car
or worse yet if people died
By flipping that car you dis
graced the memory of all drunk driving
victims and showed that ignorant child
ish people do exist on the Beaver College
campus
Why did you feel it necessary to
flip that car Were you trying to be cool
should not have to be inconvenienced by
parking at local church and taking
shuttle They do not have the option of
going out for their lunch hour And God
forbid they have business meeting
They may have to go to their cars and
return to campus without spot to park
The bottom line is we need
more parking applaud your efforts on
the new Murphy lot but more work is
needed The tuition goes up eveiy year
and students as well as staff see money
go in but not come out in useful ways
would rather see this money put towards
parking lots than new condiments rack
in the Chat This is not necessity This
little costs do add up You know that if
certain people on campus Bette
Was it in your way
You had no right to flip that car
It does not belong to you When heard
that the car had been flippd cried for
most of the day took it personally It
brought back the traumatic memories of
my crash and it hurt
Unfortunately you probably
could never understand this unless it hap
pened to you do not wish this upon
any one but do wish people would stop
kidding themselves about drinking and
driving
Drinking and driving is not Just
crime It is killer Thousands of peo
ple year are injured by
it and thousands
more are killed
To everyone out there please be
smart Dont drink and drive
And to the people who flipped
that car if you dont think that the crash
car stands there as symbol come ask
me have the scars to prove it
Landman did not have parking spot
then we would have had more lots long
time ago
This is how feel and dont
even have car Imagine how those with
car feel whether they are expressing it
or not
The admissions office also
needs to realize that the more students
they admit the more the school will
appear like an urban college So whats
the difference if we have an unsubur
ban-
looking parking garage
So as you can clearly see this
problem will be ever increasing and we
need to start solving it now
9ec .fzite contd from p.6
curely attached in relationship he or
she sometimes tries to cling on causing
the other partner to want to pull back
Here is great expression that sums this
up How can miss you if you wont go
away Unfortunately the insecure
partner set up situation in which they
create the thing they are most afraid of
that is pushing away the person they
want to get closer to
healthy relationship only
works if there is trust honest communi
cation and compromise As you navigate
the changes in your friendship
the two of
you will test how you handle these
dynamics If you meet these challenges
you will know you have strong and
healthy relationship which deserves
future
Parking survey sparks comments and opinions
FOUR YEARS OF COLLEGE
DOWN THE TUBES
If you have question or con
cern you would like to see addressed in
this column you can write to DEAR
LANE do Dr Lane Neubauer Beaver
College Counseling Center or you can





If you think the tests in col $60 billion to drugs means you
be onsidered
lege are tough wait until your So this year most of the for employment
first job interviess Last year Fortune 500 will he administer After all ii urn into drug
Americas businesses lost ing drug tests Falling the test how so art ran YOU be
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final word from the old editor Our hearts and prayers are with you once again
by Michelle Maier
Outgoing Editor-in-Chief
Fill my eyes lithium sunset and take this burden of wony from my mind
Take this heartache of obsidian darkness and fold my darkness into your yellow light
darkness has enveloped this College community heartache and loss that
nothing will ever replace The death of Golnar Assad the absence of presence of












P.O Box 475 Route 519
Johnsonburg NJ 07846
cannot claim that knew Golnar well met her for the first time this past
year as the College came to grips with another tragedy the reported abduction and rape
of Beaver student interviewed Golnar as part of the stoiy wrote on the residents
of 3rd West Heinz for they had placed message of hope Our hearts and prayers are
with you across their dorm room windows as show of support for the student who
reported she was raped
Golnar had taken the extra step of painting poem on the window of 3n1 West
Heinz facing the Atwood Libraiy Her poem her message of hope to the victim still
remains in that window
In the ten-minute interview that had with her which is barely enough time to
get to know anyone Golnar struck me as sweet person who wanted to give something
back to the victim of that repoited rape something that she knew had been taken from
her Golnar said that she felt the victim was probably grieving and had lot of pes
simism and she wanted to do something to show her that people cared about her
thought she needed to know that people are thinking about her and care
about what happened to her Golnar told me Golnar ifonly you knew how much peo
pie are thinking about you and care about what happened to you
attended the first meeting scheduled after the news about Golnars death on
this past Monday night in Heinz Lobby It was packed with students extending from
the fist-floor hallway into the lobby out the lobby door and even around the building
outside Students seatching for answers when them are no to be found clung to each
other and sobbed Some knew Golnar and some did not Regardless it was appamnt
that each and every person in that mom ached for the loss of her for the loss of some-
one so young and beautiful and with so much to give
For those who were close to Golnaz sincerely and with all my heart extend
my deepest condolences to you hope that in writing this have not offended any of
you for that was not my intention When interviewed Golnai she touched me with
her sweetness and her sincere concern for others by the things she said by her manner
and by what she bad done for the victim of the mported rape The only way can give
something back to her is through writing and publishing this leaving behind testament
for all to see in the future It is small but it is all can give and know that Golnar
deserved much much more than that
As prepare to depart from Beaver for good as my college caster is coming
to close will always remember Golnar for that part of herself that she painted onto
that window for all to see The words she painted will hope offer you some small
element of comfort and bring some light into this time of sadness and darkness
One day at time this is enough dont look back and grieve over the past
for it is gone and do not be troubled for the future it is yet to come Cany us with you
Our hand is here Our is with you Golnar painted rainbow underneath the
poem and the word hope
May your soul rest in peace Golnar
by Dana Giangreco
word from the new edit6r looking toward new beginnings
Incoming Editor-in-Chief
Too often we forget that the college years are supposed to be the best years of
our lives We get so caught up in our daily rituals that we lose sight of where we are
going and forget where we have been for one am guilty of this crime take many
things for granted and dont always realize that nothing lasts forever until it has all but
vanished from my life
As this school year comes to close we are all given the opportunity to reflect
uponjust what this year has meantfor each ofus Without doubt the past yearwill be
seen differently from each persons perspective
Some will be full of regret because they feel the time passed too quickly for
them to accomplish all that they had hoped to while others are overjoyed to see the year
come to close However one regards this year we should all be proud that we were
able to see it through
Whether iltis has been year in which you found youiself staying up later that
usual tackling thesis or one in which you were just trying to adjust to life here at
Beaver College the one thing that sheuld have kept us all going was to know that one
day all of our hard work and frustration would pay off
Although it is little sad to see this year end we can all take comfort in know-
ing that new beginning is in our reach and it is full of second chances
Graduating seniors will bid their final farewells and prepare themselves for life
after college as they become part of the real world As for the rest of us who will be
here for at least one more year there is still time left to redeem ourselves
Commencement will be creeping up on us before we know it and would hope
that when it comes time for us to say good-bye to Beaver College that we are not full
regret for the things we should have done or the words we should have spoken but did-
nt
With new beginning we are offered new challenges We have the opportuni
ty to make new friends and new experiences Dont let these opportunities pass you by
Take advantage ofthem Embrace them Welcome with open arms each new challenge
face and experience dont think you will regret it
To the class of 1996 Id like to extend my congratulations and best wishes to
you all for bright and rewarding future As you begin new life for yourselves dont
forget those who bave helped you get where you am today Thank them
To eveiyone else hope that you have safe and wonderful summer Ill be
looking forward to seeing you when we return in the fall If by chance you wont be
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by Melanie Weinberg
member of the class of 1997
In response to the
letter to the
editor written by Alem Watson and rea1
ly in general to
the recent controversy
over the statement made by Chelon
Phillips feel compelled to express my
opinion on the whole matter reilly see
few things of concern
First must ask if the VICTIM
was attacked by two African American
makes who would you have be accused
found the comment calling this campus
typical in accusing these males solely
on the basis of color bit unclear because
if it was in fact two Mrican American
males who committed this crime then
who else other than these two people is to
be accused
Secondly am fully awan that
there are questions regarding
the details of
this crime do not feel however that
placing the
crime secondaiy to the sur
munding controversies is valid or fair
This is why crimes such as rape go unre
ported
As Mr Watson stated in his let-
ter the public is itceiving veiy
little infor
mation so who are we to become more
likely to doubt the stoiy
because of racet
The problem is obviously larger than
Beaver Collegs campus
have to look at society and fear
the state it is in People like Susan Smith
Politics is irrelevant
dont think its system that Id ever want
tobeapartof





critical issues facing the next generation
as it comes of age at time of great social
change
The three-day forum entitled
We the Future will focus on core issue
lacing America in the new centuiy on
developing vision
for the nations future
and on keeping that vision alive
It is first step in bringing young




which many of this generation feel
estranged
The convention which will draw
delegates from around the countiy
is
being sponsored by The Foundation
for
Individual Responsibility and Social Trust
FIRST non-profit non-partisan orga





preserve and enhance the society
in which
they live
Them is hunger among people
to participate
in these events said David
Surbeck executive director of the founda
tion
People walk away wanting to
continue their discussion Together we
Walbert Craig Belcher of Sound Guys
Audio and The Tower for the opportunity
to extend hearty thanks Good luck and
best wishes too all students in their
future
goals
Keep rockin cos you truly only
have the ability to revive the responsibili
ties of citizenship in this generation
and to
create space where real solutions can
be
forged
FIRST has issued call for dele
gates to the convention many of whom
will be drawn from college campuses
around the country
The convention will consider
nine centml issues facing the nation as we
enter the 21st century Topics range
from
examining and shaping our common iden
tity to the relationship
between self-
reliance and the welfare state In all nine
such issues will first be examined by the
full convention and then further deliberat
ed in smaller breakout groups In
final session results and conclusions will
be discussed along with next steps
According to FIRST President
John Smith III the September forum is
expected to be one of five such annual
gatherings In each succeeding years top-
ics will be refined and progress will be
charted
In an election year Smith said he
expects the convention
to attract the atten
tion of the candidates for election
President Clinton and candidates from
other parties will be
invited to address the
forum
This is an opportunity to take
responsibility for the future and to have
hand in shaping it said Surbeck
by Dr Susan Balee
Assistant Professor of EngbsI7
What makes gifted intellectual
turn his back on civilization What
makes him disappear into the woods to
live alone in small cabin of his own
making to subsist on the vegetables he
can coax out of the earth the small ani
mats he can catch and kill What induces
him to then publish hundreds of pages
telling the rest of us why we should prefer
primitive life in
Nature to the comfort-
able one that modem technology has
givenus The FBI think theyll find out
by interrogating Ted Kaczynski the sus
pected Unabomber think theyd do far
better to crack open their old copies of
Thoreaus Walden
Consider the eerie similarity of
Theodore John Kaczynskis life and
Henry David Thoreaus
Both were sons
of ambitious mothers who drove them to
succeed academically Henry Thoreau
though not naturally studious was pushed
by his mother into preparatory
school to
prepare
him for Harvard Ted
Kaczynskis mother read Scientific
lmerican aloud to her young boys fami
ly life revolved
around intellectual stimu
lation Both Mrs Thoreau and Mrs
Kaczynski nurtured brilliant sons but
were married to men whose abilities
never rose above their jobs
At age 16 each mothers wun
derkind matriculated at Harvard
University
two mentally endowed and
socially impoverished adolescents
Kaczynski even more so than Thoreau
His suite mates at Eliot House described
him as someone with special talent for
avoiding relationships imagine young
Kaczynski at Harvard alone in his chit-
tered room an assigned copy of Walden
in his hands envision his shy smile of
recognition as he reads of another
Harvard student over century before
him who wrote find it wholesome to
be alone the greater part of the time
To
be in company even with the best is soon
wearisome and dissipating love to be
alone
If Kaczynski is the Unabomber
then he probably had found kindred
spirit Many of the ideas he expressed in
his manifesto come straight frOm
Thoreau Kaczynskis life too continued
to parallel that of his 19th-centuty
soul-
mate both graduated from Harvard at
age 20 both became teachers Thoreau
ran private school in Concord and nei
ther was very good at it One of
Kaczynskis Berkeley students noted
that
his lectures were useless right from the
book and that he ignored his students
Thoreau admitted of himself as did not
teach for the good of my fellow-man but
simply for livelihood this was fail-
ure
In 1845 Thoreau disgruntled
with civilization and dissatisfied with
every job hed ever held moved to plot
of ground owned by Emerson and built
10-by-iS-foot home where he lived
ascetically and happily ln 1969 the
back to nature movement was flourish-
ing and so was it bible Walden
The
wisest have ever lived more simple and
meager life than the poor Thoreau
wrote noting that ancient philosophers
though poorer in outward riches were
richer in inward
Legally the Unabomber
wrote there is nothing to prevent us
from going to live in the wild like primi
tive people Freedom means being in
control of the life and death issues
ones existence food clothing shelter.
Thoreau The very simplicity and
nakedness of mans life in the primitive
ages imply
this advantage at least that
they left him still but sojourner in nature
He dwelt as it were in tent of the
world But lot men have become the
tools of their tools
Alas the Unabomber ultimately
became the tool of his tools despite his
best efforts to eschew technology he
could not resist playing with explosives
Thoreau urged every individual to find
out and pursue his own way but Ted
Kaczynski seems to have lost his path in
the woods Readers of Walden witness
the increasing fulfillment of Thoreau as
he lives alone in his cabin by the pond
Observing nature take him out of himself
he grows selfless and spiritually
free He
becomes in short Transcendentalist
Living alone in the Montana woods seems
to have had different effect on Ted
Kaczynski He grew steadily more isolat
ed more paranoid and spiritually suffo
cated He became the FBI suspects ser
in killer
Thoreau made lasting impres
sion by writing book century and
half later the Unabomber insisted to
make lasting impression weve had to
kill people Ted Kaczynski the product
of more violent age could not avoid tak
ing his Zeitgeist
with him into the woods
His was think life of quiet
desperation
This artice appeared in The
Philadelphia Inquirer on SaturdayApnI
and was submitted by Dr Susan Balee for
The Tower
The Tower
Letter tothe editor In response Eerie smiIarIte between
Thoreau and the Unabomber
have made people become skeptical and
doubtful in cases such as the one here at
Beaver Blaming the victim is something
that has been major concern for long
time now particularly in rape cases It is
truly shame that society has led us to the
point where we have to doubt the victims
of violent crime particularly when the
crimes cross racial lines
It is scaty thought
that if this
happened to me and the perpetrators were
of another race there would almost inher
ently be some doubt And unfortunately
know that there are reasons for skepti
cism and the victims continue to suffer
the consequences of
racial biases cuts
both ways by the way So these crimes
continue to go unreported ..
To stun it all up never spoke to
Ms Phillips directly and quotes can be
taken out of context Im not going to
judge someone on short quote
read in
the paper Idjust like to point out
that the
campus did not accuse
these males of this
crime the victim did
Again when look back at the
Susan Smith thing an aware that this
happens and it is horrible and is one
more very large reason why people have
so much doubt and anger at the system
myself included In the meantime though
no one here can ask this gui auything
because she has left this campus and few
people if any know if shes coming back
Jades Parlor extends thanks for
opportunity to play Woodstock
Dear Beaver College Community and
Friends
sincere thank you from Jades
Parlor for the distinguished honor and
opportunity to perform at
Woodstock 96
We were only too happy to entertain and
eijoy such great event All who attend-
ed surely experienced great day of fun
friends music and mingling Thanks to
the student co-ordinators Jeff Ewing Jan
We the Future is national
rock once
Jades Parlor Amour Vincent Omnia
Marc Supsic Will Lafferty
Everette B.B
issuesconvention for new
generation of young adults
ii.st reminder if youd like to Ie part
0ftk staff of The Tower next year
we are always 1ookiu for people














The King of Pain has once
again concocted beautiful album
chock-fill of songs involving self-real
izations and affirmations Mercury
Falling is Stings fifth solo endeavor
since the breakup of The Police As
always he has provided compilation of
mellow tunes that are both emotionally
and auditorally satisfring
The album opens with Hounds
of Winter song about love that is
lost like the warmth of the sun in the
dead of winter cant make up the
fire/The way that she could/I spend all
my days/In search for thy wood/Board
all the windows/And close the front
door/I cant believe she wont be here
anymore
Sting also has an inept ability to
tell stories with his songs On his previ
ous albumTen Summoner Tales the
second song relays stoly of seven
brothers and their battle between love
and justice In that case love won The
second song on Mercury Falling fol
lows this same pattern of stoiytelling
Hung My Head is stoiy of man who
took the power of life and death into his
own hands without realizing the severity
of the coitsequences that would follow
felt the power of death over life/I
orphaned his children/I widowed his
wife
Much of the albums songs also
deal with hope and spiritual growth in
non-traditional religious way Perhaps
Sting has pursued spiritual journey
which is being reflected through his
music
His overall message is to take
each day as it comes and learn fmm your
mistakes and life experiences It is pos
itive message that is reassuring of the
future confident of the present and con
tent with the past It is message that we
should take with us wherever we shall go
after this point in our lives Just because
we may not know what we will be doing
tomorrow doesnt mean that we should
stop living today
If you find yourself becoming
lost in this journey we call life slow
down and take it day by day Youll
reach your destination before you know
It
Mercury Falling can be
thought of as metaphor for the end of
spiritual torment leaving room for
growth and happiness This idea is best
shown in the last song Lithium Sunset
Fill my eyes/O Lithium sun
set/And take this lonesome burden/of
woriy from my mind/Ive been scattered
Ive been shattered/Ive been knocked
out of the race/But Ill get better/I feel
December 22 January /9
You believe yourself to be an excellent
judge of character but lately you com
pletely missed the mark with someone
They turned out to be entirely opposite of
what you thought them to be People are
always more than what they first appear
to be Try not to be so rash in making
judgements about people you meet in the
future You may be surprised at what
you find
Aquarius
Januar 20 February /8
In order to know where we are we must
know where we have been The road that
you have traveled has been long and
arduous one but it has helped you devel
op into the person that you are now
Trust in who that person is for an even
longer road stretches before you now
and you need to believe in the person that
you are to travel it with success
Pisces
February /9 March 20
You live your life in fairly stable man
ner not really varying much in your rou
tines Its kind of boring but thats OK
with you because you like the pre
dictability of it Sony to say but that life
will soon change as some element of
unpredictability and surprise will enter it
You never know it might be kind of fun
compared to what you are used to
March April 19
People will talk abott you no matter
what you do Thats just human nature
Fiy to stop worrying about what other
peoples perceptions of you are and just
live your life the way that you want to
live it and in such way that you will be
happy If they dont like it or approve of





Poor self-image is something that plagues
most everyone at one point or another
whether it be as simple as just not liking
photograph of yourself or as deep as
lacking the confidence in yourself to do
something You dont give yourself
enough credit most of the time Just ask
the people who are closest to you They
will probably tell you all the things about
yourself that you often feel you are either
incapable of saying or that isnt true
Gemini
May21 -June 22
People come into your life at different
times for different reasons They am usu
ally there for purpose but sometimes
when that purpose is achieved there is no
longer reason for them to be in your
life Its best at that point to let them go
Holding onto that person will only cause
more pain in the long mu more pain for
you and for that person
Cancer
June 22 -July 22
You are being pulled in two opposite
directions right now causing you to be
unsure of what to feel or what to do
Trying to sort out these two things only
leaves you feeling even more confused
The best thing to do is probably just to
give it some time and see what direction
winds up pulling you the farthest
July 23 August 22
There is specific goal that you have
been working towards but it seems that
every obstacle under the sun either has
is or is trying to get in the way of you
achieving it You need to decide how
important that goal is to you and the
answer to that question will determine
whether or not you have the sheer deter
mination to follow things through until
Virgo
August 23 September 22
With the rise in temperatures your
motivation to do work of any nature
All you want to do is be outside Take
the time to do just that but budget your
time so that you can allow yourself that
necessity Life is boring if it is all work
and no play but you wont get very far
if it is all play and no work
Libra
September 23 October 23
The moment you give up looking for
something is the moment that you will
find it You can search and search but it
will elude you until you finally exhaust
your efforts And often the very thing
you were looking for so long for was
right under your nose You just couldnt
see it because you were looking else
where for it
October 24 November
The future can be scaiy because it is
uncertaiu because nothing is etched in
stone You have been worried about the
future lot lately precisely because you
are scared of it You want things to be set
in concrete to reassure you but that sim
ply is not the way life works Even con
crete can be torn up and paved over so
just try and take things one day at time
and see how the future shapes itself
November 22 Deember 2/
You always used to know who and what
you were You believed in certain things
about yourself and about other people
Circumstances lately have thrown that
set of beliefs out the window leaving
you dazed and confused It will take
time but these changes will help you
establish new set one that will exceed-
Entertainment
Capricorn








ingly surpass the old one















In the Aerobics Studio
in Kuch
Senkf Wilts
Jacki Merkel being 0f drunken
state 0f mind and numl b0d do
Iereby bequeath my Ah0it ads
10 Erica Hoffman and Alice
Mendicino and leave my bank
account what is left of it to Sue
Tomassetti and Jamie Wiest My
chemical ability to all those chem
istry majors
We hereby bequealh lo Muse fe/I
Kristen Schickling being 0f
sound mind and b0d d0 hereby
bequeath Tara Morgano with all
the happiness and Ik had in my
senior year Good luck Tara
know you11 get
in
NicoI Granger being out of my
mind and b0d d0 hereby
bequeath SD to Butz Dana and
Bill To Butz and Dana leave
you Bill Good Luck hope you
can handle them both To
and leave you all the alcohol
and hangovers you can handle
Kelly leave the Captain to you
kfl0 you can handle him
Dont disappoint To the rest 0f
you CarpeDiem
Sara Kecner being 0c tired mind
and exhausied b0d do hereby
bequeath my sentimental spirit to
Kristy Carr my true friend stu
ent coordinator woes and joys to
Danielle Hirich my love for chil
ren Alicia Colbert my moments
of laughter to Ruth Herron my
17
jersey to Steph Rider to wear
with pride my lacrosse legacy and
memories to Traci Conrad and
my love for Beaver College to all
h0 remain students faculty and
staff
Mh1/ Maicr
mind and voiceless body d0 here-
by bequeath to Dana the official
editor slinky for those times
when you need to relieve stress to
Val give you unlimited phone
access and world where penguins
their own observations and cal-
culate their own results to Rachel
leave you car that works when
it rains unfortunately it may be
matchbox car since dont have
real one to Paul leave you
watergun and can of silly string
use them wisely to Meg leave
you Paul -- keep him occupied
with frisbee to Jolene and the rest
of the CR staff leave you all the
joys
0f newspaper clippings and
reports to the history department
leave you my gratitude for teach-
ing me that theres more than one
interpretation to the past and to
the rest 0f Beaver College wish
coulrl leave you parking spots but
never had car that occupied
one
Stacy Lombardi being of New
York state 0f mind and b0d do
hereby bequeath copy of Pulp
Fiction and Reservoir Dogs to all
underclassmen so that they may be
enlightened and properly educated
Quentin rules To all you Coors
light Busch Old Milwaukee
Natural light and Black label beer
rinkers leave you case Of
Fosters Lager and lime rules
To the Beaver College library
cave you all sources not PT To
the Physical Therapy department
leave you nothing You already
have everything To the history
epartment leave you my grati
tude and thanks for all
your help
and support
Jen4er Driscofl being of warped
mind and tired b0d d0 hereby
eave Beaver College my enthusi
asm for everything Scottish To
my family and friends for without
their neverending love and support
or the past four years wouldnt
ave been so bearable so leave
you my student loan repayments
To Dr B0b and the Political
Science department leave you
an ideal world where Mr Smith
goes to Washington and where
Jimmy Carter would make good
president To the English depart-
ment especially Ms Mee leave
you with my eternal thanks for
your support and also to Dr
Grady for having an interesting
senior seminar class Literary
Theory is so much more interest-
ing when you have to worry about
thesis as well







Work days week and








Ill be busing across the




want to go to Florida but
have no time because my
parents who are living in
Korea want to see me
12 Back Paqe The Tower
Mens Golf 8-2 PAC3-O
Beaver 438 Holy Family 439
Beaver 438 Cabrini 458
Beaver 438 CaIdwell 501
Womens Lacrosse 62 PAC 5-1
Cedar Crest Beaver
Beaver 10 Eastern
Beaver 14 Chestnut Hill 12
Widener 13 Beaver
Mens Tennis 6-2 PAC 3-1
Eastern Beaver
Softball 13-14 PAC 1O-8
Beaver Delaware Valley
Delaware Valley Beaver
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only $995 pits tax
Iuese Staks or 1k
or nc tf Iicti
Ii PI5 Lxtra
1/2 To ping 1/2 Price
rnch Frks ui ly r1ei
TS good untIl the end of the Spring 96 Semester No coupon needed
Sodas or One Big Slam
only $10.95 plus tax
